
MARIHUANA REGULATION UPDATE PLAN  

VILLAGE OF CHESANING   
 

 

The Village of Chesaning led Michigan communities in welcoming the marihuana industry.  The local economy 
and funding for government services has improved as a result.  Some negative impacts and opinions remain.  
Best practices for regulation are also being learned in other communities.  The Village is committed to continuous 
improvement and is ready to reevaluate its policies and procedures with the following strategic priorities. 
 
Citizen Engagement 

Public Communication – The Village can share more information on its website and social media about: 

• History of the industry in Michigan and the Village (locations, numbers & types of licenses, indoor/outdoor, 
odor mitigation investments, complaint process & statistics, ordinance enforcement, etc.) 

• Financial impacts (jobs created, donations given, tax base added, licensing revenue, added services, etc.) 
 

Citizen Survey – The Village Council lacks comprehensive data on resident concerns and/or support for the 
industry and its impacts.  Regulation is an extension of a community’s values as a whole, not the anecdotes of 
a few.  A well-publicized survey by a reputable third party using scientifically valid questions and statistically 
significant sampling will provide a much better foundation for major regulation decisions in the future. 
 
Policy Revisions 

Master Plan – The Comprehensive Plan is due for a five-year update.  This is a good opportunity to revisit future 
land uses specifically for marihuana, indoor and outdoor.  The citizen survey results can also help guide planning. 

 

Zoning Ordinance – The Zoning Map can be updated based on the Master Plan revisions, including precise 
designations for these special uses.  The special use permit procedures can also be better aligned with licensing 
to help make the entire process more efficient and decisions more definitive. 

 

Licensing Requirements – As one of the first ordinances in Michigan, the Village lacks some of the oversight 
tools that have been found to be effective in other communities.  Some rigor can be added to license application 
and renewal requirements that would allow for better accountability, such as: 

• Odor Mitigation Plans – Each facility should report on historical and future efforts to manage odor, including 
costs and self-reporting of major incidents or failures with lessons learned.  The odor mitigation plan will 
require each licensee to demonstrate sound methodology for Village approval.  The Village is also 
researching odor strategies and technologies for outdoor grows to guide facility plan requirements.  Case 
studies of outdoor grow in similar communities and consulting with experts may also be beneficial. 

• Cooperation – Facilities should be required to comply with: 
o regular and unscheduled site visits, including building, fire, assessing, and other regulatory inspections 
o regular inspections of odor mitigation facilities, equipment, ventilation, and filters 
o providing multiple points of immediate contact to resolve complaints and schedule site visits 

• Community Partnerships – Facilities should report annually on the recognizable community benefits they 
provide each year through employment data, donations, sponsorships, volunteer projects, etc. 

• Deadlines – The Village would benefit from stricter submittal and payment deadlines, more worthy of the 
mutual respect offered by issuing these important licenses. 

• Renewal Processes – License renewal applications that fail to comply with new requirements or have a 
history of other violations/concerns risk a referral to the Village Council for a potential non-renewal vote.  
While the Village’s partnership with the industry does not intend or value such an unfortunate outcome, a 
proper regulatory environment understands and respects this possibility. 

 

Individual Growers – Any regulation of private grows should wait until Village oversight of the industry is 
optimized.  This will give time for the courts to better define the Village’s authority. 
 
Implementation of these strategies will take a few years.  Some can be pursued on parallel paths, while others 
require a sequenced approach.  Specifically, the licensing ordinance amendments requiring odor mitigation plan 
approval for outdoor grows cannot be implemented until 2023.  Monitoring for odor improvement and making 
further adjustments in odor mitigation will need at least two growing seasons (2023 & 2024), if not a third (2025). 


